On Aug 22, 2017, at 11:08 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
There is nothing noble about the deliberate and premeditated acts of deception by
paid intruders with the intent to destroy the culture of an existing society. A
fraudulently inspired revolution perpetrated by impostors who have infiltrated the
society under attack, lacks any real sense of purpose or fulfillment.

The acts being perpetrated against the people are by a relatively small number of,
paid actors, for the most part, who have failed to display any degree of honor
towards anything of recognizable value.

The worst part, in my humble opinion, is those who are behind these destructive
acts are being paid to perform the work of the people. They are the very same
impostors, operating with no legitimacy. They have no delegated authority of the
governed. They speak for themselves...they act for themselves....

And stupid, ignorant people line the streets and enjoy the show. And those of us
who stand by and permit this to occur on our watch...are hardly worthy to even call
ourselves Americans.

Have I misstated our case?
arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Aug 22, 2017, at 7:45 AM, SFH <soldierforhumanity@gmail.com> wrote:
Very sad what the English White Man and CryptoJew has done to the Native
American and Land...

Now they're going to erase it all again with Civilization Jihad - Islam and Open
Border Tsunami from the Mexican disaster next door.

When will you guys ever learn?

Keep pushing though from which ever side you're on cause the Conflict is now coming
into view and soon it will begin.

Patriot
My claim to my identity to fit various venues depending on what might be most fashionable at the moment.

- 23JUN16 – *** PUBLIC NOTICE*** : Arnie Rosner: Declaration of Civil Status

- 26JUN16 – Arnie Rosner: Within my current reality, as American Sovereigns, we are the unquestioned ultimate and supreme authority, save the Creator.

- Arnie Rosner – An American Sovereign – A Californian
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On Aug 22, 2017, at 5:16 PM, Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com> wrote:
On Tue, Aug 22, 2017 at 11:08 AM, Arnie Rosner
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
There is nothing noble
correct all were common and are common

Making reference to the human characteristic

about the deliberate and premeditated acts of deception

I believe that all the signers were traitors to the Kings of England and Netherlands.

The Creator plays no favorites...there never were any legitimate kings or queens. All a matter of fraud on the people.

by paid intruders with the intent to destroy the culture of an existing society.

Are you talking about the invasion of the 13 colonies into Indigenous lands?

We are in the present. I consider the past and history as heresy. While it may be used as a reference, there is no integrity to verify or confirm any information or events were honorably represented. Present day sovereigns are not bound by any procedures, proceedings or events in the past unless they were direct parties or granted their consent to accept them.
A fraudulently inspired revolution perpetrated by impostors

you make the claim provide the proof. I know about the blue and red.

As an American sovereign my word is my bond. I need not prove anything to anyone. As fellow sovereigns, they are free to accept or reject. The fruit of my tree reflects the degree of honor I for which I may be counted.

are these the founders?

As Creations of the Universal Creator of the Universe, the basis of our Creation, our existence and our supreme authority over our domain, predates the efforts of the Founders.

who have infiltrated

who infiltrated what society?

Asked and answered…

the society under attack,

which attack,

Asked and answered

lacks any real sense of purpose or fulfillment.
I find you and deegan befuddling.

Sounds like a personal issue...

When I read the founding documents there is nothing lacking. Best form of government ever designed for we the people. There are only three documents on the table with the 4 corners rule. I like them and I bet my ass.

As Creations of the Universal Creator of the Universe, the basis of our Creation, our existence and our supreme authority over our domain, predates the efforts of the Founders.

The acts being perpetrated against the people are by a relatively small number of, paid actors, for the most part, who have failed to display any degree of honor towards anything of recognizable value.

Agreed if you mean corporate governance post 1860.

545 – the impostors responsible.

The worst part, in my humble opinion,

I detest humble opinions!!!
Sounds like a personal issue

is those who are behind these destructive acts are being paid to perform the work of the people.

Now you're talking Soros?

545 – the impostors responsible.

They are the very same impostors, operating with no legitimacy. They have no delegated authority of the governed. They speak for themselves...they act for themselves...

many act for the new world order.

545 – the impostors responsible.
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And stupid, ignorant people line the streets and enjoy the show.
It only took 3% of the population to wrest America from the two kings.

Proves the point regarding stupidity...

The Creator plays no favorites...there never were any legitimate kings or queens. All a matter of fraud on the people.

And those of us who stand by and permit this to occur on our watch.

I consider you, Thomas, and several others to be anarchists and PINO.

You are free to make any comments you choose. However, unless I accept your comments as truth, I consider your comments are moot...null and void!

foreign agents...

Not even worthy of an extended response.

are hardly worthy to even call ourselves Americans.

You're not americans or rather Americans. I asked several of you to identify yourselves and you are all lacking for one reason or another.

Thank you for expressing yourself.
Have I misstated our case?

Yes!!

all the best of every good fortune.

Thank you again for taking your valuable time to offer your views.
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